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Whadda you mean, I’m sexist? 

And he goes yet on 

On On 

You can’t have both! 

On back! 

The optimist thinks that this is the  
best of all possible worlds. 

The pessimist fears that it is true! 
Robert J Oppenheimer 

Not aliens, but 

Wally’s mega-check 

The many faces of Wally 

A Proxy mate parking! 

On baaack! 

They’ve prepared for Wally’s address Nope, still damn hear ‘im 

A “blast” from the (recent)  past 

The “Regroup” 

Birthday “boys” (Σ= 233!) 



Date 30 June 2018 

“Hare” Hash Flash 

Venue Farley Green 

OnOn Three Horseshoes, Cranleigh 

Hash Flash successfully 
delivers the Dawn Patrol 
but, lapses into bad taste 

Well, I for one, never knew 
there was such a time, 06-00, 
worse [in my case] having to 
rise at 04-00! I had been 
building up serious regrets 
about signing up, although, I 
knew that I would have even 
more regrets about missing it 
[yes, yes, I know I need 
counselling].  

As we congregated around 
Shamley Green, the early 
morning chill was already 
abating. I was wowed by Hazel 
who looked very fetching in 
her Sacrificial Virgin outfit. 

Ave, Imperator, morituri te 
salutant (Aut non). We were 
soon, inevitably, heading uphill 
and within half an hour I had to 
remove my fleece. We were 
soon into scenic countryside 
but this would pale into 
insignificance when we 
reached our climax [there are 
other meanings you know]. We 
were more than ready for our 

“elevenses” at the Peaslake 
Village Stores and any 
expended calories were 
more than replaced. 

Onwards and upwards, we 
eventually reached the Pitch 
Hill Trig Point and its 
breath-taking views. It was 
soon after this that Flash 
donned Hazel’s twig and 
floral headdress. A chance 
remark, that on him, it 
looked like a crown of 
thorns led him to adopt a 
questionable pose.  

The way back down did 
involve negotiating thick 
bracken on crumbly soil but 
we’ve had far worse on 
hashes. We walked about 
ten pleasant miles. 

At the Three Horseshoes, 
Cranleigh, we tucked into 
our beer and brunch, 
complete with black 
pudding [I had a second 
slice ‘cos some lightweight 

couldn’t eat theirs]. The kitchen 
kept apologising for the delay in 
serving but they seemed to arrive 
at 3s intervals! In the garden, 
Speedy gave Hazel her hash 
name, “Fleur d’Or” in memory 
of Golden Balls and her flowery 
head-ware.  

The captive audience were then 
“entertained” by 3B (aka No 
Direction) who were on form 
[that was a pun, by the way]. The 
pub’s “Joanna” although, more 
or less, in tune with itself was not 
in tune with Hornblower’s 
clarinet, so, I had to “go it 
alone”. I had one request, from a 
small child, to play Baa Baa 
Black Sheep. 

Outside, we enjoyed the 
carnival parade and Teq played 
his trumpet providing the only 
music, ably assisted by HB and 
myself on Kazoos. After all this 
and as we began to disperse, 
Lord Raleigh arrived (by the 
earliest bus he could get). MB 

Form 3B 

She was drawn to my kazoo! 

“Fleur d’Or” 

Whisky diet! !!!!!!! 

Down thru bracken 


